
Literacy

Monday 28th June

L.O. To use adverbials for 
cohesion.





Adverbs

An adverb can tell you more about a 
verb.

The people stared nervously.
The people stared nearby.

The really strong current
A quite complicated situation

Adverbs modify the verb, 
stared.

Adverbs modify the 
adjectives, strong &

complicated.
An adverb can tell you more about an 
adjective.

An adverb can tell you more about a 
clause. 
Suddenly, the stranger appeared on the beach.
Consequently, they were puzzled.

Adverbs modify the 
clause they come before.



Cohesive devices – Adverbs

Adverbs create cohesion by explaining how words relate to each 

other. 

Adverbs can give meaning to the links, to do with…

time place
frequency manner degree

then
meanwhile
yesterday

now
next
first

here
there

sometimes
usually
never
often

weekly
always

luckily
suddenly

fast
eventually
fortunately
surprisingly

nearly
too
very

almost
quite
really

other 
linking

however
then

consequently
nevertheless

similarly



Can you spot the adverbs in these sentences?
There are 7 to find.

First, someone suggested that they send him back on his raft. 

However, the fisherman disagreed. He explained that this 

would certainly end in death for the stranger. Consequently, 

it was decided that they had no choice. Reluctantly, the 

islanders took the stranger in. He was their problem now.



Adverbs help link surprising or contrasting 
ideas 

They had not seen the man before. However he was on 

their island.

The man was a stranger. Nevertheless he needed shelter.

The islanders huddled together. Meanwhile the man 

stood by himself.

These adverbs help to create cohesion by acknowledging 
that two ideas are contrasting and warn the reader to 
expect this. 



ADVERBIALS – Tell us more about time, place or 
manner
– Which of these adverbials answers the questions When? 
Where? How?

Fear spread through the island.

Fear spread fast.

Fear spread as they spoke.

Fear spread that day.

Fear spread quickly.

Fear spread everywhere.

Adverbials help to link 
ideas between sentences.



Can you spot the adverbials in these sentences?

The innkeeper said that he did not want the stranger in his kitchen.

After a moment, the fisherman said that he could not help.

Quick as a flash, the carpenter pointed out the poor craftsmanship 

on the raft.

Eventually, they gave up on the idea of a job for the stranger.



Cohesion
A cohesive text:
• flows smoothly
• makes links between paragraphs

When a text has cohesion, it flows 
smoothly from paragraph to 

paragraph. 
It is not just a list of random ideas.



Task

Two tasks to complete.
Use the word mat to help you.



Task 1



Task 1



ANSWERS



Task 2



Task 2



ANSWERS



Spelling

Monday 28th June

L.O. To identify words with 
silent letters.



What Are Silent Letters?

Some letters in words do not make a sound, they are silent. 

Silent letters are letters that you can't hear when you say the word,
but that are there when you write the word.

There are silent letters in some English words because over hundreds of years, 
we have changed how we pronounce these words, but have kept the spelling.

The spelling tells us how the word used to be pronounced.

For example: knock. In the past, people used to say the word with the k sounded 
out at the beginning! That would sound very strange to us today!



How Can We Remember How to 
Spell Words with Silent Letters?

Sometimes we can forget to include letters when they 
can’t be heard in words or if they are difficult to hear.

One way to remember the spelling of words with silent letters 
is to stress the silent letter when you say the word to yourself.

Break the word up and decide how you say
it to yourself, to help you remember the spelling.

For example: Wednesday has a silent d. 
You could remember how to spell it by saying Wed-nes-day.



Can You Find the 
Silent Letters in These Words?

knife

wrapper

wrong

write

gnome

wreck

crumb

lamb

knuckle

know

knife

wrapper

wrong

write

gnome

wreck

crumb

lamb

knuckle

know



A silent b occurs after m, before 
t.

lamb thumb debt bomb

What other words do you know with a silent b?

bombcrumbdoubtdebtdumbnumbthumblambcombtombwombclimbaplombsuccumb



A silent k and a silent g
are found before n.

gnome gnat knee knife

What other words do you know with a silent k or g?

knewknitknowledgeknucklekneelknickersknobblyknockknightkneaddesignreigncampaignforeignsignchampagneassigngnarl



A silent l follows 
vowels a, o and u.

calf salmon chalk yolk

What other words do you know with a silent l?

calfyolkfolkchalktalkwalkhalfcalmpalm



A silent w often goes before r.

wrapper wrestle wrist wreck

What other words do you know with a silent w?

wrotewrongwrigglewrinklewrite



What words do you 
know with a silent h?

rhubarbghostmonarchchromewhiskyrhymeorchidarchaeologySikhvehiclehourspaghettiechowhitetechnologywhiskstomachchaosachechemistexhaustinghonest



What words do you 
know with a silent t?

castlelistensoftenthistlefastenmoistenwrestleoftenballetdepotwatchwhistleasthmagourmetrapportricochet



What words do you 
know with a silent u?

baguettebuiltsilhouetteguitarguestcircuitguiltybuoyguessguinea pigdisguisedialoguecolleaguetongue



What words do you 
know with a silent n?

autumncolumncondemnhymnsolemn



What words do you 
know with a silent c?

scissorsscenescentscienceacquiredescendscenicdiscipleflaccidmiscellaneousfascinatecandescentobsceneresuscitatescenarioconsciousabscessczar



What words do you 
know with a silent l?

shouldcouldwouldhalfLincolnhalvealmsFalklandcaulksalmonpalmcalmchalkStockholmyolkSuffolkNorfolkcolonel



Task 

* How many of these can you get into an interesting 
sentence?



Maths

Monday 28th June

L.O. To convert imperial 
measures of length.

Further challenges on the 
website



https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics
/z4nsgk7/articles/zwbndxs











TASK







ANSWERS





Topic

Monday 28th June

L.O. to infer meaning 
between song lyrics and a 
narrative text. 



LO- to infer meaning 
between song lyrics and a 
narrative text. 



Part Two: Via

It was Miranda who had given Auggie
the astronaut helmet he wore 
practically every day of the year when 
he was five or six. She would call him 
Major Tom and they would sing 
“Space Oddity” by David Bowie 
together. It was their little thing.



Space Oddity by David 
Bowie

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_M3uw29U1U

While you listen to 
‘Space Oddity’, think 
about how the song 
could link to Via and 
Auggie from the text 

‘Wonder’.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_M3uw29U1U




Analysis the lyrics and make links 
to characters Auggie and Via from 

what you can remember about 
their characters in Wonder.

LO- to infer meaning between 
song lyrics and a narrative 
text. 

We will share and discuss ideas in our afternoon 
zoom.



LO- to infer meaning from 
song lyrics.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjxugyZCfuw

‘This is me’ by The Greatest Showman 
Cast 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjxugyZCfuw


I am not a stranger to the dark
Hide away, they say
'Cause we don't want your broken parts
I've learned to be ashamed of all my scars
Run away, they say
No one'll love you as you are

But I won't let them break me down to 
dust
I know that there's a place for us
For we are glorious

When the sharpest words wanna cut me 
down
I'm gonna send a flood, gonna drown 'em
out
I am brave, I am bruised
I am who I'm meant to be, this is me

Look out 'cause here I come
And I'm marching on to the beat I 
drum
I'm not scared to be seen
I make no apologies, this is me

Another round of bullets hits my skin
Well, fire away 'cause today, 
I won't let the shame sink in
We are bursting through the barricades 
And reaching for the sun (we are 
warriors)
Yeah, that's what we've become (yeah, 
that's what we've become)



‘This is me’ by The Greatest 
Showman Cast 

• What does it mean ‘not to be a stranger to the dark’?
• Who are ‘they’ mentioned in the second line?
• What does she mean by ‘broken parts’?
• Why does she use the word ‘dust’ when talking about 

breaking her down?
• Why does she use the adjective ‘sharpest’ when describing 

words?
• What does ‘marching on to the beat I drum’ mean? ]
• Find the metaphor used to describe when she gets lots of 

insult.
• *Challenge = describe the journey of emotions through the 

song. 

ANSWERS 
TO BE 

DISCUSSED 
IN OUR 

AFTERNOON 
ZOOM



LO- to identify a song that 
has personal meaning.

Is there a song/poem that has 
personal meaning to you? 

Choose a song or poem that has meaning to you or 
your family and write an explanation as to why.

If you would like to share this with the class, bring it 
along to the next zoom session.


